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Abstract-A dual-panel, breast-dedicated PET system is being
developed by our lab. The system's detector panels are built from
dual LSO-PSAPD modules - units holding two 8x8 arrays of 1
mm3 LSO crystals, where each array is coupled to a Position
Sensitive Avalanche Photo Diode (PSAPD). These modules are
capable of recording the 3-D coordinates of multiple-photon
interactions in the LSO. The small size of the scintillation crystal
arrays increases the likelihood of photon scattering among the
arrays, hence the system was designed to acquire and include
Multiple Photon Interaction Events (MPIEs) in image
reconstruction to maintain high photon sensitivity. The study
noted a singles (coincidence) photon sensitivity gain of 46.9%
(115.7% for coincidence) when MPIEs are included in image
reconstruction compared to the case of only accepting events with
single interactions occurring within the photopeak. Further, this
work demonstrated the infrequency with which incoming photons
interacted with both crystal arrays within a single Dual-LSO
PSAPD module - verified by both experimental and Monte Carlo
simulation data to be <0.4% of the events whose total energy
deposition summed over all interactions falls within ±12% of 511
keV. This result establishes the feasibility of a proposed
multiplexing of the analog signals of the two PSAPDs within a
dual LSO-PSAPD module. Lastly, using a new method to estimate
the location of the first photon interaction in MPIEs, phantom
images reconstructed from Monte Carlo list-mode PET data
exhibited a contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of 21.42±0.37 when
MPIEs are included versus a CNR of 11.72±0.45 for images based
on only events within 12% of the 511 keV photo peak. Overall the
study's results demonstrate that the system can competently
acquire and analyze MPIEs towards producing high resolution
PET images.

I. INTRODUCTION

OUR laboratory is developing high-resolution PET systems
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for breast-dedicated as well as small animal imaging [1, 2].
Due to the small size of the scintillation crystal arrays used, the
systems have a high likelihood of photon scattering among the
arrays in the form of Multiple Photon Interaction Events
(MPIEs). Consequently, acquisition and analysis of MPIEs to
collect the full 511 keV of an incoming annihilation photon
will play an important role in maintaining high system photon
sensitivity and image statistics.

The PET systems will employ a proposed multiplexed
Position Sensitive Avalanche Photo Diode (PSAPD) signal
readout scheme to reduce circuit density and complexity.
However, with the multiplexing scheme positioning of photon
interaction would be ambiguous with certain patterns of
photon scatter, therefore the efficacy of the proposed data
readout scheme is dependent on the scatter characteristics of
MPIEs.

In view of the above, the study performed simulated PET
scans with the dual-panel breast imaging geometry with aims
to i) investigate the geometric and energy characteristics of
MPIEs to assess their impact on system photon sensitivity, ii)
determine the feasibility of the proposed multiplexed PSAPD
signal readout scheme by evaluating the frequency with which
positioning ambiguity arises [3], and iii) assess the impact of
inclusion of MPIEs in image reconstruction on the quality of
reconstructed PET images.

II. BREAST-DEDICATED IMAGING SYSTEM BACKGROUND

A. Detector geometry

Fig. 1 depicts the detector configuration of the high
resolution breast-dedicated PET imaging system. It comprises
two opposing and parallel 2 em x 10 em x 15 em (x x y x z)
detector panels (Fig. 1 (a)). Each detector panel is built from
2200 pixellated LSO crystal arrays (Fig. 1 (b)), which are
individually coupled to two PSAPDs mounted on a common
Kapton flex cable substrate, forming a Dual-LSO-PSAPD
module (Fig. 1 (c)) [4, 5]. Each LSO crystal array measures 8
mm x 8 mm x 1 mm and is formed from sixty four 1 mm x 1
mm x 1 mm individual LSO crystals. The 2200 coupled LSO
PSAPD pairs are arranged in 1100 Dual-LSO-PSAPD
modules as shown in Fig. 1 (d). These are assembled side-by
side into layers (e) that are stacked to form each panel (f).
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Fig. 1 Detector ,\ystem overview, coordinate axes are defined at top.
Shown in the figure are (a) the fully assembled 5ystem comprising two
opposing and parallel detector panels, (b) individual 8 x 8 LSO crystal
arrays, (c) coupling of the arrays to PSAPDs, (d) a Dual-LSO-PSAPD
module, (e) a sensor card, and (f) a detector head panel assembled by
stacking sensor cards.

B. Data acquisition system

In MPIEs, individual photon interactions can deposit
energy much less than 511 keY. Since the role of MPIEs in
maintaining system sensitivity is expected to be significant, the
proposed data readout system has an acquisition threshold that
is at least as low as 200 keY, allowing individual interactions
of a MPIE to be recorded.

Furthermore, the proposed data acquisition system also
employs a multiplexed PSAPD readout scheme in order to
reduce the circuitry's wire density and complexity. The analog
multiplexed signal readout connection is shown in Fig. 2. In
particular, the corresponding spatial channels of the two
PSAPDs within each Dual-LSO-PSAPD module are joined
and fed into a single preamplifier input. The common 1 and
common 2 terminals are not multiplexed.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD

to D are attributable to that PSAPD alone. However, if event
signals are simultaneously produced in both PSAPDs e.g. due
to Compton scattering from one LSO array into another, then
positioning ambiguities arise as there would be only 6
measurements to solve for 8 unknowns. The feasibility of this
design therefore assumes that such position ambiguity rarely
arises - the validity of the supposition will be verified in this
study.

A. Sensitivity

For the sensitivity study, Monte Carlo simulation was
performed using GRAY (a high energy photon ray tracer for
PET applications developed by our group [6]). The geometry
used is as shown in Fig. 3, where breast tissue was modeled as
a uniformly active slab of water occupying the entire 2 cm x

10 cm x 15 cm (x x y x z) field of view. Dual-LSO-PSAPD
nl0dules at the detector panel's center and comer were studied
for their multiple photon interaction characteristics. Using the
simulation data, the percentage of total events suitable for
image reconstruction that would be acquired for a given
acquisition trigger threshold was calculated for a range of
threshold values. This allows the change in system sensitivity
to be observed as a function of acquisition threshold. Singles
events suitable for image reconstruction are defined as those
where the sum of energy deposited across all interactions 
where the energy exceeds the acquisition threshold - falls
within the 511 keV±12% energy window. When these
conditions are satisfied and a coincident singles event is found,
then a LOR can be drawn.

Detector head (f)

,...nDual PSAPD flex
~ l cable module (d)

,~

>",-i_~~
~ :·0

8x8 arrays of~
1x1x1 mm 3

LSO crystals (b)

••
~~.

D(C)

Fig. 3 Simulation breast slab phantom geometry.

Under this configuration, when an event signal is output
from just a single PSAPD, all signals observed on channels A

Com. 1 A 8 C D Com. 2
Fig. 2 Proposed analog signal multiplexing scheme (right) for a dual

PS'APD module (left) [3].

B. Data acquisition system feasibility

Two separate studies were performed. The first was based
on the same data set as used for the sensitivity study, but
events were categorized according to the set of LSO arrays

~rL--/7J-~:::t===:::'__J with which the incoming annihilation photons interacted. Fig.
4 shows the categorization scheme.

The second study was based on the geometry shown in Fig.
5. A 10 JiCi 22Na isotropically radiating source of 250 Jim
diameter was placed coplanar to a single dual-PSAPD flex,
and collinear to the two LSO crystal arrays within the module
as shown in Fig 5. In this setup the Dual-LSO-PSAPD module
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Fig. .J Photon interaction category definitions.
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IV. RESULTS

120

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 Percent of single photon events interacting with a dual-LSO

PSAPD module at the panel comer and center that are suitable for image
reconstruction, acquired as a function of minimum energy per interaction
needed to trigger an acquisition. Data plotted as a fraction of (a) all events
and (b) events with sum ofenergy depositionsfalling within the photopeak.

A. Sensitivity

388,858 and 131,669 events were simulated for the Dual
LSO-PSAPD modules at the panel center and panel comer
respectively. Graphs of Fig. 6 were calculated from these
simulated events, the lines show how the number of acquired
singles events suitable for image reconstruction changes as a
function of the acquisition trigger threshold. Events suitable
for image reconstruction is as defined in section IlIA.

In Fig. 6 (a) 100% (the denominator) corresponds to all
singles events simulated for the center (red) or comer (blue)
Dual-LSO-PSAPD module that interacted at least once with a
crystal array in the module. The red line in Fig. 6 that
corresponds to the center module passes through 58.2% at an

(CNR) and FWHM sphere sizes in all three images were
calculated for quantitative comparison. The CNR is defined as:

CNR = Contrast = (Signal - BaCkground)( (J'BackgrolifUi )-1 (1)
Noise Background Background

1 0 0
o 1 0

Crystal ICrystal Other
a j (0)

A
B

Event
category

1: Interaction(s) occurred in this array.
: No interaction in this array.

x: Interactions possibly occurred in this
array or others beyond the modules
shown

Fig. 5 Edge-on 22Na illumination ofa single dual PSAPD module.

C. Reconstructed image quality

List-mode data was generated from GRAY Monte Carlo
simulation of a phantom consisting of a matrix of spheres of
diameters 1, 2, 4 and 8 mm. The spheres had a 10:1 activity
ratio to the background within the field of view, and the total
activity from both the "hot" spheres and the "warm"
background was 800 flCi. All three images were reconstructed
using an acquisition energy threshold of 100 keV and from the
same set of list mode data using i) only events within the 511
keV±12% photo peak, ii) both events within the 511 keV±12%
photo peak as well as MPIEs, with the maximum likelihood
(ML) algorithm used to estimate the initial interaction of each
MPIE for positioning the lines of response (LOR) [7, 8], and
iii) both events within the 511 keV±12% photo peak and
MPIEs but using the energy-weighted spatial mean algorithm
for estimating the ends of LORs. The Contrast to Noise Ratio

is free-standing and not embedded in the detector panel. The
arrays near and far to the source are denoted the "front array"
and the "back array" respectively. Both experimental and
simulation data were gathered for this setup, and in the
absence of neighboring Dual-LSO-PSAPD modules in this
geometry, events were categorized as having interacted with i)
A: only the front array, ii) B: only the back array and iii) C:
both arrays. Both studies allow one to determine the frequency
with which a positioning ambiguity would arise as a result of
the multiplexing scheme used, and hence assess its feasibility.
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shown Fig. 7. For both studies, only category C events give
rise to positioning ambiguity under the proposed multiplexed
PSAPD readout scheme as per the discussion of section II B.

C. Reconstructed image quality

Images reconstructed based on the three cases listed in
section III C are shown in Fig. 8. The CNR and FWHM sphere
size (based on 2 mm diameter spheres) of the images along
each of the axes are shown in Table II.

The image intensities have been normalized for non-uniform
system photon sensitivity. In particular, a constant
normalization factor was used around the image edges to avoid
noise amplification as the lower sensitivity around the detector
panel edges yielded low image statistics in those regions.

(c) (d)
Fig. 8 Comparison of images reconstructed using (a) only single

mteraction events with energy in the 511 keV±12% photo peak, (h) events
used in (a) as well as MPIEs using the energy-weighted spatial mean
positioning algorithm for placing the LOR, and (c) the same event set as (b)
but using the ML algorithm for estimating the initial interaction in each
MPIE for positioning the LOR. (d) shows the reconstructed volume of(c) in a
slice orthogonal to the panels. The .\phere diameters are 1, 2, .J and 8 mm
and have activity ten times that of the surrounding medium. The total activity
ofthe entire volume is 800 /lei.
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acquisition triggering threshold of 100 keY, 38.8% at 200 keY
and 26.4% at 300 keY. In Fig. 6 (b) 100% corresponds to the
set of all events simulated for the center (red) or comer (blue)
Dual-LSO-PSAPD module that are suitable for image
reconstruction (as defined in section III A). The line passes
through 91.7% at 100 keY, 61.1% at 200 keY and 41.6% at
300 keY and 400 keY.

The second study involved both experimental and
simulation data for the geometry shown in Fig. 5. Here 100%
(the denominator) corresponds to the set of all events that
interacted at least once with the Dual-LSO-PSAPD module
and which are suitable for image reconstruction as defined in
section III A. The experimental and simulated probabilities of
occurrence of the three categories of events are compared as

*See Fig. 4 for definitions.
+ 100% = 388858 events
* 1000/0 = 246917 events

B. Data acquisition system feasibility

Using the data from the first simulation study with the
geometry of Fig. 3 the results of Table I was obtained
according to the event categorization scheme of Fig. 4. In the
"unwindowed events" columns, 100% (the denominator)
corresponds to all singles events simulated for the panel center
(or comer) dual-PSAPD module that interacted at least once
with a crystal array in the module, whereas in the "windowed
events'~ columns 100% corresponds to the subset of
unwindowed events that could be suitable for image
reconstruction as defined in section IlIA.

Category A Category B Category C

Fig. 7 Experimental vs. GRAY simulation result comparison of different
photon interaction categories (.\'ee section III B for definition5).
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TABLE II
RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE CNR AND SPHERE SIZE*

CNR X size. (mm) y size. (mm) z size. (mm)

Fig. 8 (a) 11.72±O.45 1.81±O.47 l.O8±O.l6 l.O7±O.l4

Fig. 8 (b) 18.16±O.54 3.l1±O.l7 1.87±O.63 1.66±O.43

Fig. 8 (c) 21.42±O.37 2.21±O.26 1.15±O.l2 1.21±O.O8

*See FIg. 8 for onentatIon of x, y and z.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Sensitivity

Since the data acquisition system is designed with an
acquisition threshold of at least as low as 200 keV~ the values
traversed by the red line in Fig. 6 (a) along the y axis illustrate
that more than half of all photons that interact at least once
with the system's detectors would be singles events that could
potentially be used for image reconstruction. This result
suggests the chosen system geometry and detector material
offer reasonable photon sensitivity.

The trend followed by the red line in Fig. 6 (b) demonstrates
that compared to a system that uses only photoelectric events
within the 511 keV±12% photo peak window~ a 100 keY or a
200 keY acquisition threshold would realize 120.4% (91.7%
vs. 41.6%) and 46.9% (61.1% vs. 41.6%) improvement in
singles photon sensitivity respectively compared to if only 511
keY photoelectric events were acquired. Note that a 46.9%
improvement in singles sensitivity corresponds to a 115.7%
gain in coincidence sensitivity. These results underscore the
importance of the ability to acquire MPIEs using a low
acquisition trigger threshold as this system does~ so that the
system photon sensitivity can be maintained.

B. Data acquisition system feasibility

From the results in Table I of the first simulation study of
the geometry in Fig. 3, we see that the probability of category
C events occurring at either the center or comer of the detector
panels is consistently much less than 1% by any of the four
measures in Table I. This implies that even a simple scheme of
"category C discard" would eliminate any positioning
ambiguity for multiplexing without compromising the system
photon sensitivity. Note also that categories C, D and E jointly
constitute the set of all MPIEs, and together they make up
approximately as much as 62% of all windowed events.

Fig. 7 shows that for the single Dual-LSO-PSAPD module
geometry, experimental and simulation yielded largely
matching results. In particular, we again see that the frequency
of category C events is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the other event categories~ where the positioning is
unambiguous. From this we see that the results from both
studies verify the assumption of the occurrence of positioning
ambiguity being rare~ and reaffirm the feasibility of the
proposed multiplexed data readout scheme.

C. Reconstructed image quality

In Fig. 8 we observe firstly that the smallest observable
phantom features are the 2 mm diameter spheres~ which were
used for the FWHM reconstructed sphere size calculations.

The 1 mm diameter spheres were not readily discernable from
the background even at an activity to background ratio of 10: 1.

Secondly, the image reconstructed using only photoelectric
events in the photo peak (Fig. 8 (a)) has the best overall
resolution. This was expected, since incoming 511 keV
photons absorbed by a single photoelectric interaction would
allow for the best possible LOR positioning.

Thirdly, the image reconstructed using both 511 keV
photoelectric events as well as MPIEs using the energy
weighted spatial mean positioning algorithm for placing the
LOR (Fig. 8 (b)) has the worst image resolution. This was also
expected, since the algorithm makes the over-simplistic
assumption that the interaction depositing the most amount of
energy is mostly likely to be the initial interaction.

Next, we note that if we use the ML algorithm for estimating
the initial interaction in MPIEs instead, the reconstructed
image has CNR and FWHM sphere size values that are
superior to those of the image based on the energy-weighted
spatial mean positioning algorithm. This is attributable to the
more sophisticated approach to positioning the LORs~ which
shows the ML algorithm can be used to competently process
MPIEs.

The image of Fig. 8 (c) also has better CNR than the image
of Fig. 8 (a). This is attributable to the ML-based sequencer~s

ability to optimally position LORs for MPIEs, while the
inclusion of MPIEs also serves to improve the image statistics.
However~ Fig. 8 (crs image has a worse image resolution than
that of Fig. 8 (a), since the ML algorithm is not perfect in its
estimation of the initial interaction within each MPIE.

Lastly, we see image artifacts of limited angle tomography
in Fig. 8 (d), which shows the same phantom from an angle
orthogonal to that of Fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c). In particular,
Table II shows that the phantom spheres are elongated in the x
direction, since the limited angles of the LORs provide poor
localization along that direction.

VI. CONLSUSION

The photon multiple photon interaction characteristics of a
high-resolution PET system were quantified. With MPIEs
making up 62% of energy windowed events the importance of
the ability to acquire MPIEs was noted. The less than 0.4%
probability of both LSO arrays in a PSAPD modules being
simultaneously involved in an interaction validated the
feasibility of multiplexing PSAPD signals~ while the
subsystem's capability to record individual interactions with
100 to 200 keY energy acquisition threshold enables
significant improvements in system photon sensitivity
compared to accepting only photoelectric-only interactions.
Finally, the CNR of reconstructed PET image improved with
the inclusion of MPIEs, the improvement being attributable to
both the ML-based photon interaction sequencer's ability to
optimally estimate the correct positioning of LORs, as well as
improved image statistics. Overall, results of this study
validated the system's design approach, and the system is
expected to offer satisfactory performance.
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